
CAPTAIN HOOK ONCE UPON A TIME INTERVIEW

'Once Upon a Time' Star Colin O'Donoghue on Season 7 and interview with Collider, actor Colin O'Donoghue (who
plays Captain Hook, aka.

Have you Googled any of the fan art for your character? It needed a change. When I was younger, I was
hopefully going to do animation and special effects. I was really looking forward to working with Joanna
[Garcia Swisher]. I get to do a little bit with everyone, on the show. When I first started, on the first episode,
in particular, he was a product of circumstances, but in the first part of [Season 2], he definitely was out of
himself and was willing to do quite nasty things for that. I had a scene with Robert Carlyle, which was crazy
enough, as it was. When you auditioned for this show, did you know you were actually auditioning for
Captain Hook? So, I think of him as Rogers, but he still has elements of Hook. I knew he was certainly more
complicated than a black and white villain. It was bittersweet. That was the starting point, and then playing off
that you sort of have fun and enjoy it. How would you describe the relationship that Rogers has with adult
Henry? Did you know that he would be more than just a villain, and that he would have all of these other sides
to him? I obviously spoke to Eddy and Adam about how they saw Dark Hook being. But like with anything,
when a major character dies, it will be a shock to some people. Do you enjoy getting to be a part of such a
fantastical story, with the effects, green screen and, at times, acting to nothing, or is that a bit of an
adjustment? Now, bringing [the Dark Ones] back from the Underworld, they exist as separate entities but their
overriding mission is to snuff out the light. In some ways, they have quite similar backgrounds. When they
told you that this shift would be happening, did they also tell you what the shift would actually be? We are. He
wanted to succeed. When did you realize you were a fan favorite? I understand that and you know what? You
try to create new characters and new worlds for people to escape reality for an hour, or whatever. When and
how did you realize that people were rooting for this Captain Hook-Emma Swan hook-up, and were you
surprised that people want to see them together? People are complicated. Will Hook be crossing paths with the
Wicked Witch, directly? He had a goal, and he had blinders on, for whatever he could do to achieve that goal.
I knew that I would miss working with all of them. The things that a cop sees and does are definitely more
relatable to being in a big city. Doing a show like this is really the height of make-believe and using your
imagination. When you got the news about the cast departures and the big changes for this season, what was
your reaction to that? Especially for this character, because Hook has done some really heinous things in his
past.


